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Abstract—Cost-effective multi-output resonant inverter 
topologies are a key enabling technology for the development of 
flexible surfaces for induction heating appliances. These topologies 
present several challenges when applied to a wide range of IH-
loads simultaneously. In this paper, two asymmetrical 
modulations are proposed as an alternative solution to control 
output power. The proposed approach has been verified using an 
experimental prototype featuring 2 induction heating loads up to 
3.6 kW with output power control in the whole operating range. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Induction heating (IH) is the base technology for a wide 

range of industrial, domestic, and biomedical applications [1]. 
In the domestic area, these systems exhibit remarkable 
advantages in terms of efficiency, safety, cleanliness, and fast 
heating that has allowed this technology to become the leading 
one in the last decade.  

In this context, design tendencies on induction heating 
appliances are leading towards more flexible surfaces [2] with 
the purpose of improving the user experience. This increase of 
flexibility allows the use of a variable number of pots 
independently of their shape or size over the cooktop, being the 
inductor activation selected by the device (Fig. 1) [3]. 

In order to design and implement such systems, several 
challenges have to be faced, being the most relevant ones: The 
design of small inductors with low mutual coupling [4-6], the 
development of multi-output power converters [7-10], and the 
control of a high number of loads [11-14]. Those challenges 
have to be solved reaching a balance between complexity, cost, 
and performance. 

Inductor distribution on flexible surfaces is designed to reach 
a wide range of pot positions, fulfilling, at least, all the classical 
hob positions. However, the absence of restrictions for 
positioning prevents the final user from being aware of optimum 
positions for increased inductor coverage. This leads to partially 
covered inductors with different coupling between the inductor 

and the pot and, consequently, different supplied power, which 
leads to an uneven heating of the pan. 

In this paper, asymmetrical modulation strategies are 
presented in order to achieve an efficient and highly independent 
power control over partially covered inductors allowing an even 
heating of the pan and ensuring the proper converter operation. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 
II, the previously discussed challenge is deeply described for a 
given topology. Section III presents the proposed control 
strategies and analyze them. Section IV shows the experimental 
results used to validate the proposals. Finally, the conclusions of 
this paper are drawn in Section V. 

II. SERIES RESONANT MULTI-INVERTER POWER CONTROL  
A multi-output implementation based on the series-resonant 

half-bridge inverter can be seen in Fig. 2 [15]. It is composed of 
a full-bridge diode rectifier that supplies bus voltage, vb, to 
several inverters. Each of the half-bridge inverters are composed 
of the power devices, transistors with antiparallel diode, and a 
snubber capacitor to reduce switching losses. Each IH load, is 
modelled by its equivalent series inductance, Lr, and resistance, 
RL, whose values change with the pot material, inductor-pot 
coupling, switching frequency [16] or temperature, among 
others. To complete the resonant tank, a capacitor is connected 
in series. Typically, this capacitor is split in order to improve 
high frequency harmonic behavior.  

 
Fig. 1. Flexible induction heating surface. 



This topology allows an almost independent power supply to 
all the loads while avoiding problems such as single inverter 
multiple outputs or power routing, and therefore helps to analyze 
the topology practical limits by decoupling problems.  

As it has been previously discussed, the equivalent IH load 
depends on various parameters, being the pot-inductor coupling 
the most relevant, and therefore for a given geometry and a 
certain pot the relative position between them. Partially covered 
inductors present critical handicaps for the correct cooktop 
behavior. The first one, and the most relevant one for a good user 
experience, is the reduced overlapping area between the pot and 
the inductor, which is roughly the area where the heat is 
generated. Secondly, coupling variation implies equivalent 
resistance and inductance variations that may result in increased 
currents through the load and power devices.  As a 
representative example, TABLE I shows the IH load parameter 
variations with the inductor coverage percentage. 

A. Classical Modulation Strategies 
Typically, half-bridge inverters for induction heating are 

controlled by using a strategy of variable frequency, fsw, and duty 
cycle, D, by its acronym VFDC [17]. This strategy normally 
relies on a zero voltage switching (ZVS) operation in order to 
improve the efficiency. Consequently, this topology presents 
several restrictions in the operational frequency range. Firstly, to 
achieve ZVS, the switching frequency has to be over the 
resonant frequency. Secondly, due to the shared bus, switching 
frequencies are limited in order to avoid generating acoustic 
noise or, in other words, inverters have to share the same 
frequencies or space them in bands greater than 20 kHz to avoid 
intermodulation noise.  

In addition, due to the use of snubber capacitors, the turn-off 
current has to be high enough for the proper charge and 
discharge these capacitors, generating an additional constraint, 
not only on the fsw, but also on the duty cycle. 

Considering the parameters shown in TABLE I, the 
proposed topology has been simulated so that output power, Po, 

and load current, io, variation with different inductor-pot 
coverage ratios can be seen.  

For those simulations several snubber capacitances are 
simulated in order to show the proper operation areas. As it can 
be seen, coverage reduction implies an equivalent inductance 
variation and therefore a resonant frequency displacement to 
higher frequencies. Thus, in Fig. 3 (a) can be seen that power 
levels for a given switching frequency, fsw, do not vary 
proportional to the inductor-pot overlapping area, but they 
increase. This generates an “edge heating” effect in the IH load 
that creates a considerable temperature gradient on the pan that 
may even damage it. Also, due to the equivalent resistance 
reduction and resonant frequency variation, the current trough 
the load increases for the same power (Fig. 3 (b)). This current 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed topology. 

TABLE I.  RESONANT LOAD PARAMETERS AT RESONANT 
FREQUENCY 

 
Inductor coverage 

100% 75% 50% 

RL 4.11 Ω 3.87 Ω 2.99 Ω 

Lr 86 µH 83 µH 78 µH 

Cr 220 nF 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Load power as a function of frequency for different inductor 
coverages (a). The chart displays proper ZVS switching for different 
snubber capacitances. Normalized peak current as a percentage of the 
100% covered inductor current for different power levels (b). 
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has to be controlled in order to guarantee components safe 
operation.  

Considering these restrictions, the more straightforward 
power control option is based on duty cycle control. In Fig. 4, 
the power curves for various duty cycles can be seen. The proper 
ZVS operation range is also showed with and without snubber 
capacitances. As it can be seen some restriction appear over 
proper power delivery.  

To overcome this limitation, snubber capacitance may be 
reduced or eliminated, however this would result in high 
commutation losses. Therefore, alternative modulations would 
be presented for the case of no snubber capacitors. 

III. PROPOSED ASYMMETRICAL MODULATIONS 
Asymmetrical conduction mode operation occurs when an 

uneven transistor activation is performed. Therefore, by 
reducing one of the transistors activation time, the applied rms 
voltage is reduced, and therefore, the output power is decreased. 
This way it is possible to decrease the output power without 
varying the switching frequency. 

In the presented case, and in contrast with duty variation, 
asymmetrical conduction mode is reached by modifying only 
the low transistor activation parameters as is shown in Fig. 5. 
However, in order to increase efficiency, fsw should be close to 
resonant frequency while the upper transistor duty cycle remains 
fixed at 50%. 

Moreover, to achieve the required output power for each 
load, fsw has to be chosen so that the output power is the required 
or higher for each load. This way the reached power could be 

diminished by means of the asymmetrical conduction 
modulation.  

Two asymmetrical modulations are analyzed, simulated, and 
experimentally verified. The first one is based on the variation 
of the activation angle, α, whereas, the second one, is based on 
the variation of the active time, φ. 

A. Non-complementary pulse delay control 
In the case of non-complementary pulse delay control 

(NC PDC), based on α variation, when the current through the 
low side antiparallel diode, DL, reaches zero conduction starts in 
the high side antiparallel diode, DH. Thus, in order to ensure 
asymmetrical conduction mode, α is to be greater than the low 
side diode, DL, conduction time. If the activation angle is not big 
enough, no reduction in the output power occurs.  

Once SL is turned on, current flows through it until it is 
turned off and then current flows through DH and SH 
consecutively. When SH is turned off current flows through DL 
until it crosses zero and DH is activated. If the time until SL is 
long enough, and due to the resonant characteristics of the load, 
the current through DH would reach zero again and DL would be 
activated and so on. 

The simulated waveforms for 2000 W for a 100% covered 
inductor and the proportional power level for a 50% covered one 
can be seen in Fig. 6.  

It can be seen that α variation implies a hard-switching turn-
on sequence on the low side transistor which increases power 
losses and therefore a reduced efficiency. However, this 
asymmetrical strategy ensures ZVS commutation in SH. 

B. Non-complementary pulse width modulation 
In the case of non-complementary pulse width modulation 

(NC PWM), based on φ variation, the reduction of SL conduction 
time, means an increase of DH conduction time. For this case, 
for a high φ parameter power reduction is similar to the achieved 
by means of duty cycle variation. However, when current 

 

Fig. 4. Load power as a function of frequency for different duty cycles 
and proper ZVS switching areas for different snubber capacitances. 

 

Fig. 5. Asymmetrical conduction mode control parameters. 

 

Fig. 6. Non-complementary pulse delay control (NC PDC) 
simulation,  α=100º. 2000 W for a 100% covered inductor (IH-load 1) 
and 1000 W for a 50% covered one (IH-load 2). 
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through DH fades to zero between SL turn off and SH turn on is 
DL activated.  

Starting with the SH turn on current flows through it. When 
SH is turned off current flows through DL and SL consecutively 
and, once the least is turned off, the current flows through DH 
until it becomes zero, when the alternative diode activation state 
is reached.  

Waveforms for the same power cases as in the previous 
subsection can be seen in Fig. 7.  

As aforementioned, this asymmetrical strategy behaves as 
duty cycle modulation for high power output but for light-load 
operation present some advantages such as reduced current 
during SH turn-on and more evenly shared power losses. 

In addition, both strategies can be used complementary in 
order to take advantage of the benefits of each of them. This 
way, it is possible to balance power losses among the transistors 
and improve current consumption. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A prototype converter was implemented to validate the 

simulation results (Fig. 8). The experimental setup supplies two 
oval-shaped inductors, each connected to a half-bridge inverter.  

Fig. 9 shows the experimental waveforms for the proposed 
control strategies, including control signals, the output voltage, 
vo, and current through the load, io. Fig. 9 (a) shows the half 
bridge operating with the NC PDC strategy and Fig. 9 (b) shows 
the NC PWM strategy for the simulated case. 

Additionally, Fig. 10 shows power strategies independence 
by applying each of them simultaneously to reach an output 
power of 1000 W. In addition, power curves have been 

 

Fig. 7. Non-complementary pulse width modulation (NC PWM)  
simulation, φ=80º . 2000 W for a 100% covered inductor (IH-load 1) and 
1000 W for a 50% covered one (IH-load 2). 

 

Fig. 8. Experimental setup composed by two half-bridge inverters 
connected to the same bus voltage, vb. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms showing non-complementary pulse 
delay control (NC PDC) with  α=100º (a) and non-complementary pulse 
width modulation (NC PWM) with φ=80º (b) asymmetrical stretegies used 
on 50% covered inductors. On each capture, from top to bottom: SH gate 
voltage, vSH,1, (25 V/div, dark blue), SL gate voltage, vSL,1, (25 V/div, cyan), 
Load 1 output voltage, vo,1, (250 V/div, pink), Load 1 inductor current, io,1, 
(50 A/div, green). Time axis: 50 µs/div. 

 

Fig. 10. Experimental waveforms showing both asymmetrical 
stretegies simultaneously used on 50% covered inductors, 1000 W per 
load, α=100º, φ=80º. From top to bottom: Load 1 output voltage, vo,1, (250 
V/div, dark blue), Load 1 inductor current, io,1, (50 A/div, cyan), Load 2 
output voltage, vo,2, (250 V/div, pink), Load 2 inductor current, io,2, (50 
A/div, green). Time axis: 50 µs/div. 
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generated for both proposed modulations, while providing 
objective power to the 100% covered inductor. In Fig. 11 (a) 
achieved power with the NC PDC strategy for a given frequency 
can be seen. It starts at a high power level and can be reduced to 
zero by increasing the activation angle. In Fig. 11 (b) achieved 
power with the NC PWM strategy can be seen. It starts at a high 
power level and can be reduced to zero by reducing the active 
time, φ.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 In this paper, two asymmetrical conduction mode strategies 

have been presented in order to provide shared frequency 
independent power control for induction cooktops. The first is 
based on retarded low side transistor activation whereas the 
latter relies on anticipated deactivation of the transistor. Both 
achieve complete power control over the load while maintaining 
the switching frequency and can be used in combination to 
provide a better current consumption or balance power losses 
between the half bridge transistors. 

The proposed strategies have been experimentally verified 
and compared with previous state-of-the-art modulation 
strategies. As a conclusion, the proposed asymmetrical 
modulation strategy based on anticipated low side transistor 
deactivation achieve reduced losses outperforming classical 
duty variation. 
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(a) 
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Fig. 11. Power curves for different activation angle, α, variation in 
NC PWM strategy (a) and conduction time, φ, variation in NC PDC 
strategy (b) starting at 2000 W. Activation angle and conduction time in 
degrees with 360º as total switching period. 
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